
Say goodbye to plastics 
and welcome to COCOZ®



A sustainable alternative 
COCOZ® is organically degradable growpots made of fibers from the 
outer shell of coconuts and natural rubber. Doing the manufacturing 
of COCOZ® we use coconut fibers which is a natural residue in the 
production of coconuts and which would normally be a waste product.

Good for the plant’s roots
The COCOZ® material is breathable, which means that air can easily 
pass through the pot and support the roots with air for optimized 
growthcondition. 

Easy to water properly
COCOZ® makes it easy to keep an eye on whether the plant are having 
too much or too little water. Drain water can easily seep out through 
the pot, therefor the chance of overwatering is reduced. As long as the 
bottom of COCOZ® is still damped, there is no need for water. Watering 
is only necessary when the entire surface of COCOZ® is dry. 

It’s easy to repot
When arranging the plant in a flowerpot then leave COCOZ® on. 
If the plant need repotting, then leave the COCOZ®-pot on and place it 
in the new soil. In humid environments, the roots will over time grow 
through the pot and into the new soil.
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Discreet and aesthetic
Compared to the colored plastic pot, which does not necessary match 
the color of your coverpot, the COCOZ®-pot is a more natural choice.
COCOZ® structure and color blends in with the soil and it will be almost 
invisible in the flowerpot.

You can place it on a saucer 
If you like COCOZ® raw and natural look, just place it on a saucer. 
As a bonus this will provide the roots with good condition since they 
will have free access to fresh air, wich is important for the roots and 
nitrition uptake.



A better solution for you, the 
environment and your plants.


